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You hoped your child's tantrums would fade once she started elementary school. You hoped she d be
able to share. You hoped she d end up being calm and content after wearing herself out at recess. It
features useful strategies for helping kids and teens develop essential life skills at home, school, or in a
support group establishing..instead, her energy bubbles out all around the classroom. Regardless of how
often you remind your child: "look at me when We m speaking," "respect others' personal space," trying
group actions in order to avoid isolation;quit freaking out over everything! solving complications and
getting organized; he simply doesn t seem to understand. For some kids, these are momentary glitches.
For a few, learning to relate to others doesn't come conveniently. When children have attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), even if their medication smoothes out the worst of the bumps, they
still may possess a lot of trouble in social circumstances like college.Teaching Life Abilities to Children
and Teens with ADHD describes the life span Skills Program created by author Vincent J. Monastra at his
ADHD clinic.. establishing friendships and social networks; searching for confidence-building
experiences; developing healthful eating, sleeping and exercise habits; Some of these skills include:
engaging others in conversations; " responding properly to teasing;" Interactive checklists, quizzes, and
guided journal entries are given as tools for reflection and for engaging kids and teens in ways that are
interesting and fun.Each chapter includes exercises to assist you teach, model, and guide your son or
daughter in trying out these skills. and displaying sensitivity to others emotions.
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Humorous, insightful, useful...this book has it all! Monastra's newest book offers allowed me to increase
my own focus on how I could help my boy make and keep close friends. Must have for parents of
children with ADHD This book is crucial for caregivers of these children.. And in case of my one boy, he
has played with the same friend since pre-school. The parents appear to be having as much fun as the
youngsters, as we're all learning together. I wish I possibly could give a lot more than 5 superstars as a
way of saying just how good this publication is. Sometimes it's not just a confidence matter that 's lacking
but opportunity that's lacking. Instead of waiting for an innovative plan or "professional" at school to lead
a social skills group, I have begun to assemble a group of moms with similar concerns to try out the
actions recommended in his book. Reading Dr. Loved the tales in the book and the comic strips were
great! My kids thought so too! It is NOT the end all/be all for coping with your child, nothing is. Dr. Five
Stars This is an extremely helpful book! Monastra brings his years of experience dealing with children and
adults with ADHD to his lifestyle abilities classes and his latest book. Monastra's empathy, knowledge,
and knowledge make his book a usable device for parents and others who work with these children. He
has a broad understanding of the causes of poor attention and its treatment. When my sons had been
younger I did the play dates with other moms. We provide it out to parents in our counseling practice.
The challenge of learning life skills such as for example presence, conversation, a rise mindset, grit, and
caring for others are even more difficult for kids with ADHD. Great Tool Kit I've purchased this book for
many of my client's parents. It really is an extremely helpful tool kit for real-life conditions that parents,
caregivers, teachers and therapists deal with when coping with teens and kids with ODD and Increase. He
has a broad understanding of the causes of poor interest and its treatment Dr. But is provides some
wonderful, measurable and easy to check out details for help with looking at complications from both
sides. Five Stars Appreciated this helpful details! Great book, wonderful information Great book, fantastic
information! Wish I got this when I was a youngster, sure could have been helpful as I was growing up!
But it'll come in helpful teaching my 11 calendar year old son. Now that my kids are at the pre-teen age, it
is fundamentally dropping them off for some hours of fun at a friend's house..
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